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Here is an overhead view of 
the propeller components on 
a rolling cart.
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Update

Propeller

This month, propeller components were inspected for possible overhaul and use in the P-47 project. Wing assembly 
continued with work on the leading edges and ammunition boxes. Drop tank/bomb release cables and a vent for the 
main fuel tank were installed in the fuselage.

The P-47-23RA used a Curtiss Electric propeller with symmetrical paddle blades to take advantage of the additional 
power of the water injection system on the -23RA model.

A rolling cart holds Curtiss Electric propeller 
components to be evaluated for use on 42-27609.
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A set of 4 836-2C2-18 Curtiss Electric 
symmetrical paddle propeller blades 
rest on the bottom shelf of the cart.

These blades are also 
Curtiss Electric 836-2C2-18 
symmetrical paddle blades.
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The shorter domes are electric 
motor covers, and the longer 
ones are prop covers (sometimes 
referred to as prop cones).

 These are electric pitch change motors 
for the Curtiss Electric C542S prop.
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Wing Assembly
As has been the case for several weeks, the wing assembly is the main focus in the restoration shop.

This is an overall look at the 
right wing structure assembly. 
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A closer view shows detail of the upper side 
of the landing gear bay with the gun and 

ammunition bays outboard of the gear bay.

The black grommets visible here cushion 
electrical lines from rubbing damage 

against the aluminum wing ribs.
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A detailed closeup of 
one of the grommets.

This is the section of the right wing leading edge as it begins curving into 
the wing tip. The round opening is for one of three identification lights.
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Ammo Boxes

Sections of the ammunition chutes 
await assembly on a shelf.

The ammunition boxes will mount atop 
these (horizontal) reinforcing stringers.
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This angle is from the bottom side of 
the left wing. The ammunition boxes 

sit atop this reinforced area.

The top side of the right wing ammunition box area shows in this view.
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The ammunition chutes have been 
fitted in place and clecoed.

This is how the ammunition chutes look from below the left wing.
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Leading Edges

This closeup view shows the opening for the fresh 
air intake (straddling the leading edge) and the 

rectangular opening for the gun camera access panel.

The inner and outer sections of the left 
wing leading edge are being joined.

The inner section of the right 
wing leading edge has had 

the skin riveted on.
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The rib and skin structure of the leading 
edge shows clearly in this image.

Clecoes hold the inner and outer sections together.
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The back side view of the joined leading edge 
shows the front sections of the wing ribs.

Both wing leading edges are visible in this 
photo. The gun openings are seen in the 
center of the leading edge sitting on the floor.
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The leading edges are shown from the tip end.

The fitting shown in the center of this photo 
(with the red cap) is the main fuel tank vent.

Fuselage Systems
Systems installation in the fuselage is a long process. Here are a couple of examples of the work completed this month.
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The cables for the left and right wing bomb and/or drop 
tank releases have been installed (four silver handles). The 
opening that remains (between the top two handles) is for 
the centerline drop tank release cable. 
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P-47 Ancestry

Alexander P. de Seversky was one of the great aviation innovators of the 1930s. The Seversky Aircraft Company he 
started eventually became Republic, though de Seversky had lost control of the company by the time it was reorganized 
as Republic Aviation Corporation. 

De Seversky hired Alexander Kartveli as assistant chief engineer, and eventually Kartveli would be in charge of all 
designs created at Seversky Aircraft Company.

Alexander P. de Seversky and the 
SEV-3XAR in 1934. USAAC photo. 
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Despite being pushed aside, de Seversky’s influence on the designs that gradually evolved into the P-47B must be 
recognized.    

The first major progenitor of the P-47 was the SEV 3, which first flew as a float plane in 1933. One version, using a 
Wright Cyclone R-1820, set a new world speed record for amphibious airplanes in September of 1935 - 230 mph.

One reason for the speed attained by the SEV 3 was the semi elliptical wing.  Kartveli designed a wing that had almost 
all of the efficiency advantages of the true elliptical planform, but substituted  a straight leading edge that was simpler 
(and cheaper) to manufacture. The broad thin wing design was a feature of the P-47B and subsequent versions more 
than 10 years later.

The Army Air Corps ordered 30 of the landplane version of the SEV 3 to be used as basic trainers, and designated 
them as the BT-8. However, they proved to be unsuccessful in that role, and were replaced by the much better known 
North American BT-9.

Amphibious SEV 3. USAAC photo
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The next significant  development in the P-47 lineage was the P-35. It was a design based on the SEV 3, but with 
a completely redesigned fuselage, tail surfaces and retractable landing gear. The design was created to meet the 
requirements for an Army Air Corps pursuit design competition. The competition took place in August 1935, but the 
deadline was extended to April 1936 after Curtiss-Wright complained about Seversky having extra time to refine their 
design.

In 1936, the P-35 was named winner of the competition and 77 were ordered. They were delivered in 1937 and 1938. 
The P-35 had a range of 1,150 miles, better by 400 miles than any competitor.1

Its top speed was 290 mph and cruise was 260 mph.

Seversky P-35, Wikimedia Commons

1 Roger Freeman, Thunderbolt, a Documentary History of the Republic P-47, (Charles Scribner’s and Sons , New York,1978), 10
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1939 brought another Army pursuit competition. The Seversky team improved on the performance of the P-35 with the 
next major design, the P-43 Lancer. It incorporated a belly mounted turbo supercharger, cleaner airframe, and landing 
gear that was much more streamlined in the retracted position. By 1942, 272 P-43s had been built.

An improved more powerful development, the  P-44 Rocket was also designed but the contract was cancelled. 

 

The US only used the P-43 for training and photo reconnaissance, but about 125 were sent to the Chinese Air Force 
through the Lend Lease program and saw combat.

The next Kartveli designs the XP-47 and XP-47A, are almost unknown today. They bore little resemblance to the P-47B. 
They were light weight, inline engine designs, and were much smaller than the production Thunderbolts P-47B through 
N.  The development contract for the two was cancelled before any were produced. 

Republic started a completely new design, but for some reason, reused the P-47 designation. The XP-47 and XP-47A 
are now just historical footnotes; but their existence as designs explains why the P-47 Thunderbolt model line begins 
with the XP-47B.

P-43 Lancer, USAAC photo


